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Introduction

The aim of the project on which these notes report is to charactarize the logics of relative interpretability. We want to do for interpretability what has been done before for
formal provability.

Relative interpretability is a notion which is much studied, so it seems natural to ask
about the 'Modal Propositional Principles' valid for this notion. A characterization of
these principles will tell us precisely what one can do with self-referential arguments
formulated in this simple language. A spin-off of such a characterization will be that we
have a powerful machinery to construct arithmetical, examples. A further point is this:
one could consider the modal language involving interpretability simply as a more
refined and richer way to discuss formal provability: surely the choices of what are
going to be the natural numbers of a language etc. are rather arbitrary, isn't it more
natural to ask e.g. whether a sentence expressing the consistency of T is interpretable
in T than whether such a sentence is provable in T? In the language we consider, the
second incompleteness theorem can be expressed in its 'interpretability' form (this is
what we call: Feferman's Principle). Moreover a wider range of metamathematical experience can be represented: e.g a form of the Model Existence Lemma can be formulated (this is the (well known) Interpretation Existence Lemma J5).

Let me tell you something about various choices we had to make: first there is the
selection of the Modal Propositional Language. We opted for adding to the usual
language of propositional logic two modal operators
and c>. . stands for formal
means: T+B is interpretable in
provability in the theory T under consideration and
T+A. One look at the axioms in section 3 will explain the suggestion of an implication in
our interpretability sign. Actually r> functions somewhat as a might conditional: Ar B is
like if A were the case then B might be the case'. We opt for having the operator in
our language, because the most interesting theorems like explicit definability of fixed
points are most naturally formulated and proved in terms of the two operators. A se-

cond reason is that we can -as explained above- also look at our language as a
language in which we can think about formal provability in a more refined and richer
way. (The addition of doesn't carry much weight however. could have been taken

as a defined operator: define A as -Ac-- 1.) Of course there are very strong arguments to include Rosser orderings in our language, but here it just seemed better to
look at the simpler case first.
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The second question is: which notion of interpretability are we to study? We choose for
non-faithful interpretability, where interpretations commute with all the logical constants, where domains may be relativized and where identity may be replaced by an

equivalence relation. An essential assumption is that the languages of our theories
only have finitely many relation and function symbols; we will standardly assume this.
Of course other notions like faithful interpretability or interpretability by just relativizing
the quantifiers to cuts are also very interesting, so I have no strong case for our choice
here: at least the notion considered (a) is applicable to a broad range of cases; (b) is
extensively studied in the literature; (c) has elegant characterizations in certain specific

cases.
What we really study is of course interpretability of theories which are finitely axiomatized over a given base theory. This feature is dictated by the poverty of the modal
language. Variation of the base theory can give rise to variation in the corresponding
modal logic.

The third qestion is: which base theories are we to consider for our arithmetical
interpretations? Three choices naturally emerge: the first is to consider all theories into

which 'enough' arithmetic is interpretable, simultaneously. The second is to look at
finite theories into which enough arithmetic is interpretable. The third is to look at
essentially reflexive theories into which enough arithmetic is interpretable. Both finite
and essentially reflexive theories have been much studied. What the phrase 'enough
arithmetic' should mean is a subtle matter. My guess is: IA0+exp (also known as EFA),
but the matter deserves some further reflection.
1

Definitions

A Veltman prestructure is a tuple <K,b,R,{SXlxEK}>, where:
i)
K is a non-empty set
ii)
iii)

iv)

bEK and for everyxEK x=b or bRx
R is a binary relation on K
the SX s are binary relations on K, such that ySz

=-

xRy

To avoid iterated indices we will also write S[x] for SX. Also we write xWRy for x=y or
xRy.

Let L be the language of modal propositional logic supplemented by: r>. Here A© B
stands for: T+B is relatively interpretable in T+A, (for a given theory T). A relation lbetween K and L is a forcing relation if it satisfies the usual clauses, with R as the
accessibility relation for the , plus:
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xiF-Ac> B

3z (ySXz^zll-B))

Vy

<=-

If V is a Veltman prestructure and ii- is a forcing relation on V, then <V,iF-> is a Veltman

premodel.
Consider two Veltman premodels W and W'. R is a bisimulation between W and W' if:
i)
R is a relation between K and K.
ii)

bib'.

iii)

Let x,y,... range over K, let x',y',... range over K': we have for any x,x' with x(3x':
Vy(xRy= 3Y'(Yly'^x'R'y'^ Vz'(y'SX.z'=* 3z(zi3z'..ySXz)))).

iv)

We have for any x,x' with xl3x':

v)

3z'(zlz'^y'SX,z'))))
VY'(x'R'Y'= 3Y(YRY'^xRy^
xlx' =t, (xlrp <=> x'IH p), for all atoms p.

We give picture of clause (iii):
Sx

Y

O

z

Y,

01,

Q

S'X,

z'
11-0

R

The conventions for interpreting this picture are as follows: the black arrows and open

nodes are 'given', 'universal'; the grey arrows and grey nodes are 'produced',
'existential'. If a 'given' arrow (node) in the left (right) half of the picture corresponds to
a 'produced' arrow (node) in the left (right) half of the picture, then the 'produced' arrow

(node) is produced, given the corresponding 'given' arrow (node). Corres- ponding
nodes bisimulate under the given bisimulation 0.
We say that two premodels bisimulate if there is a bisimulation between them.
2

Facts

i)

Bisimulating is an equivalence relation between Veltman premodels.

ii)

Suppose

R

any AEL: xiF-A

is a bisimulation between W and W' and xl3x'. Then for
<=t

x'ii-'A.

Proof: (i) trivial. (ii) By Induction on A. We treat the case of i. Suppose A=(Bt C) and
xiv A. There is a y with xRy, yIHB and for all z: ySXz =; ziv C. Consider y' as guaranteed
by clause (iii) (of the definition of bisimulation). We have x'Ry', yay' and hence by IH:
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y'li-'B. If there were a z' with y'Sx.z' and z1-'C, by clause (iii) there would be a z with
ySxz and z3z', and hence by IH: zii-C. Quod non.
3

Some Principles & Correspondences for Veltman Prestructures

Consider the following principles:

(A-B) - A

J1

i-

J2

i- (A©B..BDC) - ABC

J3

i---

J4

i- Ac >B -* (OA-OB)

(A,/B)E>C

(A r>

These principles hold for relative interpretability in any theory. The principle J3 holds in
any Veltman prestructure.
J1 corresponds to: xRy = ySxy.
J2 corresponds to: (i) the Sx's are transitive, and (ii) ySxz = xRz.

Proof for J2: That Veltman prestructures satisfying (i) and (ii) force J2 is easy. Suppose
V fails to satisfy (i). There are x,y,z,w with xRy, xRz, ySxz, zSxw, not ySxw. Consider a
forcing relation ii- on V with:
uii-p

u=y, uii-q

u=z, ulcer ,-* u=w.

Then: xii-pEq, xii-qEr, xiv pEr. Now suppose V fails to satisfy (ii). There are x,y,z with
xRy, ySxz, not xRz. Consider ii- on V with:
U11-p <* u=y, ul-q

4=3,

u=z.

Then: xii-prq, xii-qE±, xlI PE-L.
Consider the principles:
K1

K2

iAE>C
i- (A©B..BE>±) -4 Ai> I

As is easily seen each of J4, K1, K2 corresponds precisely with (ii). On the other hand
(i) in the absence of (ii) doesn't seem to have a visible effect.
To illustrate this we restrict ourselves for the moment to premodels satisfying: R is transitive and xRy ySxy. We show that every such premodel W can be simulated by a premodel W' with transitive Sx's. In fact

the Sx's of W' will satisfy the stronger property: (ySxz and zSxu) = (y=z or z=u). Take as elements of K'
sequences <x1....,xn>, where xi =b, n is odd and for odd i<n there is an odd j with j<_i<n: xiRxi+i S[xjlxi+2
and for all even s with j<s<i xs=xs+1. Define:
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b': =<b>

<x1,...,xn>R'<y1.... ,ym> := Yi<_n xi=yi and Ys((s even and n<s<m)

- xs=xs+1)

<xl,...,xn>S'[<z1,...,zk>]<y1,...,ym> :- k<n=m, V i<_k zi=xi, `di<n xi=yi,Ys((s even and j<s<n)
xs=xs+1) and xnS[xklyn
<x1,...,xn>t--'P

xnt-p

x[i<x1,...,xn> :<=> x=xn)

We leave the verification that this construction works to the reader.
If

it is given that we only consider Veltman prestructures satisfying (ii), clearly J2

corresponds precisely with (i).
Finally we consider the principle:

J5

i- OAc> A

Suppose loo+exp is interpretable in T via 1. Suppose further the axiom set of T can be
represented by a AO
(Here exponentiation can be admitted as a bounding
function). A , OA, Ar> B inside the scope of , O or d stand for I of the arithme-formula.

tizations of A , OA, At---B. Then J1, J2, J3, J4, J5 hold for T and are verifiable in T. [l`m
still working on writing out a detailed proof of this statement; moreover a closer look
should be taken at the question what precisely the defining formula of the set of axioms
should be.]
It is easily seen that J5 corresponds precisely with: xRyRz = ySXz
4

More Definitions

We are going to restrict the discussion to prestructures in which J1, J2, J3, J4 and J5
are valid. So let's codify this in a definition:
A Veltman structure is a tuple <K,b,R,{SXlxEK}>, where:
i)
K is a non-empty set

bEK and for every xEK x=b or bRx
iii) R is a binary relation on K
iv) the Sxs are transitive, reflexive, binary relations on xR:={yEKI xRy}
v) xRyRz => ySXz (in other words RfxR 9 SO
ii)

Note that (iv) and (v) imply that R is transitive.
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A Veltman Model is a Veltman Premodel on a Veltman Structure.

5

Basic Interpretability Logic

The theory BIL is given as Propositional Logic plus:
Ll

F-A =

L2

i-

-3,

L3

- A -- A

L4

i-

J1

F- (A-B) - Ar>B

J2

i- (AF>B..Bt>C) - ABC
i- (AF>C^Bt>C) -

J3

J4
J5

F- Ad B -> (OA- OB)
i- OAt> A

L3 is doubly superfluous: as is well known it can be derived from L4, but in BIL it can
also be derived from J4 and J5.

BIL is valid for arithmetical interpretations in theories T into which loo+exp is translatable and whose axiom sets can be represented by a
Let's call such
theories adequate.
Note that L 1-L3 and J1-J5 are valid on all Veltman structures; we call the theory given
by these principles: B/L-.
6

Some facts about BIL

We say that a Veltman structure is upwards wellfounded if R is upwards wellfounded.
Clearly BIL is valid in all upwards wellfounded Veltman structures. What is more we
have:
BILE-A t*

for all (finite) upwards wellfounded Veltman models W and all nodes k of W
kil-A

This Completeness Theorem is due to De Jongh and Veltman.
Application: Smorynski pointed out to me that one of the easier results of S.V Goryachov can be
formulated and proved in BIL. We have: for any k and for all formulas Al ,...,Ak of L: BILIOkTr>/AfiiAi--- >Aili=1,...,k}. We reproduce Smorynski's proof which uses the Completeness Theorem:
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consider any upwards wellfounded Veltman model W and any node x in W. Suppose xRy and yM-OkT. We
can find nodes x=y_1 Ry=y0Ry2R...Ryk_1 such that yit-Ok-iT,

k+2 nodes yj. Moreover for j<j':
t->

yj*+1

There are k sentences Ai,but

It follows that for some j*: for all i in {1,...,k}

As is easily seen yj*+1

conclude

yk_1

for 1 <_i<_k. We have: yWRyj*+1, hence ySxyj*+1

;k}.

By a result of Smorynski BIL proves that fixed points of Ap where p occurs only
modalized (i.e. p occurs only in the scope of or n) are unique.
De Jongh and Visser showed that BIL has explicit fixed points for formulas Ap in which

p occurs only modalized. The fixed points that one gets are essentially more
complicated then the usual ones in systems for provability logic. The proof is
reproduced in section 8.

Some derivations in BIL

7

Define: A=B :4= Arm B,.B>A, and +A :,t:*
An immediate consequence of J1,J2 is the following substitution principle:
K3

I

I- +(C H D) -4 (AC H AD)

list some consequences of J1-J5:

K4

F- A=(A.,OA)

Proof: immediate by J1, J5, J3
Let OA := (A., <>A), VA := (A/,o -A), then:
K5

I- OA H x A
- OA H OVA
I- VA c-> WA
l- W W A H VJ A

Immediate consequences of the above are:
K6

I- A>(A^o-A)

K7

I-

Note that: K6 is an alternative for axiom J5.
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l- Ari -+ -A

K8

Proof: by J4.

Feferman's Principle is the following:

i- OA -, - (ArOA)

K9

An easy Kripke Model argument shows that K9 is not derivable in BIL. However the
following weakening of K9 is derivable:

i- OAr>,(A©OA)

K10

A) - ,(A©0A). We

Proof: By the above it is sufficient to show: BILF-

have:

i- (OA^11-OA ^(A1>OA)) -

(AC>OA))

- (OA^Ad 1)
-> (OA^o-A)
-* 1

8

Explicit Fixed Points in BIL

We will first produce a fixed point of Apt:,--Bp, i.e. we will produce a formula F, such that
i-F H AFr>BF. The following lemmas lead to our result:
a

Suppose: l- -,AT -> C, then:
AT) H
l-

AC)

Proof: The "-* " side is immediate, because i-

-AT -9 +(C H T).

" Reason inside the "f-"

Suppose AC^ o _AC. From the second conjunct we have:
by Lob's Principle: ,AT. It is now immediate that
b

-AT). Hence

Suppose: i- -AT --* C, then:

l- AT=AC
Proof: by a and K7.
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I-

c

Proof: b immediately implies: t-ATAil -,AT (i). Moreover we have.: I-- -AT
T (ii), and: 1- , AT - +(AT H T) (iii). Combining (ii) and (iii) we find:

and hence by b: i-AT
= (A -AT

(iv). C is

immediate from (i) and (iv).
d

Proof: similar to the proof of a.

l-

e

Proof:

Bo -AT)

I-

H
H

9

H -AT)

I-

f

i-

Proof: "-->" : immediate by f and K3. For the "* "side it is clearly sufficient to show:
IThis follows by:

l-

(f,K3)

I-

h

Proof: by h and K7.
i

11

H

I--

Proof: by c & i

11

Explicitness of Fixed Points for modalized formulas now follows by the usual argument
(see Smorynski[1985a]).
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9

Feferman's Principle and the De Jongh-Visser Principle

The De Jongh-Visser principle is the following:
J6

i- A-B -

Ac-(B^13 A)

The De Jongh-Visser principle holds in arbitrary adequate theories T:
Sketch of the proof: The proof is a variation of Feferman's proof of Feferman's principle.
Reason in T: suppose At B. Let I be the interpretation of T+B in T+A. Let X:={CIC is an
axiom of T and T+AI-1(C)}. By Craig's trick we can convert X into a AO-set Y of axioms
with the same effect. Let U be the theory axiomatized by Y. Clearly for any D: TrD <*
U i- D. Let's write D for Ti- D, AD for Ui- D. Surely A(A B - , A) and thus

A((B^A B)- (BY -.A)) . Clearly T+(B^ ,A) is interpretable in. U+(BY ,A) by
identity, and this last theory is in its turn interpretable in U+(BY.A-,B) again by identity.
Let DL,-'E stand for: U+E is interpretable in U+D. U is evidently adequate, so BIL holds
for p'. Ergo U+(B^A-,B) is interpretable in U+B (K6). Finally U+B is interpretable in
T+B by identity. Conclude B
and thus by AFB:

Clearly proof and statement should be reconsidered in more detail.
As is easily seen Feferman's principle (K9) is derivable in BIL-+J6 (substitute OA for B
in J6). It is open whether BIL+K9 proves J6. As we will see our semantics is useless
here. I conjecture however that the answer is: no.
We show that both K9 and J6 correspond precisely to the following property P of
Veltman structures: for all x in K: RSx is upwards wellfounded. (Here: xRSxy :

3zEK

xRzSxy.)

Proof: We derived Feferman's Principle from the De Jongh-Visser Principle in BIL-,
hence in any Veltman structure in which the De Jongh-Visser Principle holds, we also
have Feferman's Principle. So it is sufficient to show that all Veltman structures with
property P force J6 and that any Veltman structure lacking this property does not force
K9.

Consider a Veltman structure V satisfying P and let 11- be a forcing relation on V.
Suppose xii-A - B, xRy, yii-A. There is a z with ySxz and zii-B. Pick z RSX maximal with
this property. Suppose ziv -A, i.e. zir-OA. There is a u with zRu and uiE-A. We have
xRySxz, hence xRz. Moreover zRu, hence xRu. Also uiEA. Hence there is a v with uSxv
and vii-B. But zRSxv, contradicting the maximality of z.
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Suppose V does not satisfy P. There is an x and there are ui, vi (i=1,2,...) such that
u1Rv1Sxu2Rv2Sxu3Rv3Sx.... We may assume that x=u1. Note that nothing excludes e.g.
that v1=v2. Note also that R may still be upwards wellfounded. Define li- on V by:
uil-p :<=, for some i>1 u=ui.
Clearly xlHOp and xiF-pC, op.

As is easily seen property P does not exclude that e.g. xRySzuRvSN,x. It turns out that it
is possible to restrict oneself to structures in which no circles or infinite chains of 'mixed
RS-type' occur without limiting one's arsenal of counterexamles w.r.t the forcing relation.

To make this more precise define on Veltman structures V the relation S* as follows: S*
is the smallest transitive and reflexive relation such that RCS* and SS* for all x E K.
Let P* be the following property of structures: RS* is upwards wellfounded. We claim:
every Veltman model W with property P can be bisimulated by a Veltman model W'
with property P*.
Proof: Define:
K':={<x1,...xn>l n>_1, x1=b, xiRxi+1 for i<n}

b'=<b>
<x1,...xn>R' <y1,...ym> := for all i<_n xi=y, and m>n
<X1,...Xn>S' [<Z1.... zs>] <y1.... ym> :<=:> for all i<_s zi=xi=yi, n>s, m>S, (xnSzsys+l or

for all i<n xi=yi)
<X1I...Xn>IF-p :<= Xnll-p

It is routine to check that W' is a Veltman model. (The transitivity of the S'X's uses (v) of
the definition of Veltman structure in an essential way.) Let <x1.... xn>{ix :<=> x=xn. We
show that R is a bisimulation:
y

Sx

z

<...x,y>

®

0

S'

<...X>

<...x...z>
0010

R'

x
S<...x>
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We leave it to the reader to check the elementary claims implicit in the diagrams.
Note that it is immediate that R and hence that R' is upwards wellfounded.

Finally we show that R'S'* is upwards wellfounded: suppose not. There is an infinite
chain x1, x2, x3, x4, ... such that x,S',+1 or x,R'xj+1 and for every i there is a k>i such that

xkR'xk+1. We associate with every step a designated relation S'z or R' such that this
relation holds between the consecutive Xs; we do this in such a way that if R' can be
designated it is. Clearly we may assume without loss of generality that the relations
associated with consecutive steps differ and that the identity relation is not among
them. Let zi be the shortest sequence such that S[zi ] occurs among the Su's associated
with steps from x, to xi+1 for j>i. That such a sequence is unique is immediate by
observing that zi is a strict initial segment of all xi certainly from the point on that the first
S[z1 ] step after i is made. The last observation also entails that the z; are a weakly

ascending chain in the extension of sequences ordering. In other words, writing WR'
for the weak ordering corresponding to R', i<j =* ziWR'zi. Because R' is upwards
wellfounded, from a certain point on the z,s become constant. It follows that there is a
w such that from a certain point on w is the shortest sequence such that S' W steps are
taken, w is a strict initial segment of the xj and S'w steps are taken cofinally in the
chain.

Suppose w==<...w>. We construct an infinite RSW chain in W. Let's move beyond the
certain point mentioned above and consider an S'w step, say xS'wxs+1 Because this
step is by our previous stipulations neither an identity step nor an R' step, we have:
XS <...W...xs>, xs+1=<...w,xs+1>, xsswxs+1. The next step from xS+1 to xs+2 is by our

stipulations not an S'w step. This step is possibly followed by a number of non S' ,
xm to xm+1 is again an S'w step. As is easily
steps, say
seen: <...w,x,+1> is a strict initial segment of xs+2,...,xm. Say x,,,=< ...w,xs+1...xm>. It follows

that X5SWx.+1 Rxm. Now our procedure can be repeated starting with xm: this gives us
the promised infinite RSW chain.
Some remarks are in order:
i)
Our construction preserves finiteness.
ii) W' is a tree w.r.t. R'.

iii) W' even has the stronger property that every infinite chain with S'X and R' steps will
eventually have only S'c steps for a fixed c.
iv) We will meet a variant of this construction in section 16.3.
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10

The system IL,A

ILAA is the system BIL+J6. ILAA is valid for arithmetical interpretations in adequate T.

Conjecture: ILAA is complete for arithmetical interpretations in all adequate T, i.e.:
for all adequate T for all interpretations * in T Ti-(A)*.
Arguments: ILAA is a very natural theory & nobody has yet produced a principle valid in
all adequate T which is not provable in ILAA.
ILAAI-A

This conjecture is the reason for the "AA" which stands for: Arbitrary Arithmetic.
ILAA is valid in all Veltman structures having property P.

Conjecture: ILAA is complete for (finite) Veltman structures having property P (and
hence for Veltman structures having P*).
Argument: Strong subjective conviction.

We show that ILAA is more efficiently axiomatized by the following axioms:
L1

l-A =

L2

i-

J1

i- (A-*B)-*A>B

J2
J3

J4

J6

-

Ar- C

(A..B)©C
i- A[---B - > (OA- OB)
- A'---B
Ar->(B^o-A)

First prove Feferman's principle (K9) from J6 (using L1, L2, J1, J2). Lob's Principle (L4)
then follows from K9:

l-

-Ac>O -A

,O-A
-* A
Using L4 one derives L3 by a well known trick. Next we derive K5. Using K5 and

iwhich is immediate by J6, we get:

i- A= (A, *A)
and hence J5.
Of course ILAA inherits uniqueness and explicit definability of fixed points from BIL.
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Both the proof and the fixed points can however be simplified in ILAA. Explicit
definability in ILAA was first proved by Dick de Jongh by a model theoreric argument.

My own contribution was to translate his argument into syntax. The argument is
contained in the next section.
Explicit Fixed Points in ILAA

11

We prove some lemmas leading to the result: as in section 8 we produce a fixed point
of Ap> Bp.

H

i-

a

Proof: The "-a" side is immediate, because: F-

-AT -4 +(AT > BT H T).

"F- " Reason inside the "E-"

Suppose A(AT > B T ).. , A(AT > BT). From the second conjunct we have:

,

( A T - -AT). Hence by Lob's Principle: -,AT. It is now immediate that
AT^o-AT.
b

r AT =A(AT r> BT)

c

i- AT>BT - A(AT>BT)>B(AT>BT)

Proof:

""
i- AT>BT -> A(AT>BT) ©AT

(b)

(J6)

> B(AT> BT)

(J1,J2)

+_ to

i- A(AT>BT)>B(AT>BT)

AT >A(AT>BT)
t>B(AT>BT)

- AT

(b)

(J6)

BT

Explicitness of Fixed Points for modalized formulas now follows by the usual argument.
12

The Persistence Principle

The persistence principle is:
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J7

i- Ac> B -

The persistence principle is arithmetically valid in all adequate theories which are
finitely axiomatized, because (i) A' B is provably equivalent to a E1-formula and (ii)
adequate theories prove E1-completeness.
We show that in Veltman structures J7 corresponds precisely to the property Q, where
Q is: xRyRzSXu = zsyu.

Proof: Let W be a Veltman model satisfying Q. Suppose xirAt B, xRy, yRz, zii-A.
Clearly xRz, hence there is a u with zsxu and uii-B. Conclude: zsyu and u ii-B. So
yii-A©B.

Let V be a Veltman structure not satisfying Q. So for some x,y,z,u: xRyRzSXu and not
zSyu. Define i- on V as follows: vii-p :t-> v=z, vii-q :< v=u. Then xii-pt>q, but yiv pr>q.
11

13

The Logic
ILFA

is given as BIL+J7. "FA" stands for: Finite Arithmetic.

The theory is arithmetically valid in all finitely axiomatized adequate theories T.

Conjecture: ILFA is arithmetically complete for interpretations in any given finitely
axiomatized adequate theorie T.
Arguments: No counterexamples; beautiful theory; Smorynski & Visser proved comple-

teness for the case of GB and ACAD. More on the proof by Smorynski & Visser in
section 17.2.

ILFA is also arithmetically sound and complete for a different interpretation, namely
when we interpret as provability in PA and At> B as: for some primitive recursive term
tx with just x free

Vx Proof PA+B(x, r-C) -, Proof PA+A(tx,ri'). This strong notion of

relative consistency is studied in Christian Bennet's Thesis (Bennet[1986a]). More on
the alternative interpretation in section 17.3.
ILFA is valid in all upwards wellfounded Veltman structures satisfying Q. Such Veltman

structures automatically satisfy P. De Jongh & Veltman show the completeness
theorem for ILFA in (finite) upwards wellfounded Veltman models satisfying Q. We will

show in section 16.4 that the class of structures needed for completeness can be
considerably narrowed down.
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We show how to derive J6 in ILEA. We have:

I-

AL>B - (AI> B)

(OA- OB)

(,B-->-,A)

The desired result is immediate.
Montagna's Principle & others

14

Montagna's Principle is:

I- AI>B -3,

J8

Montagna's Principle is arithmetically valid in essentially reflexive RE theories
containing PA.
Proof: Let T be an essentially reflexive RE theory containing PA. We prove the slightly
stronger principle: for S a E1-sentence:

Ti- AL>B -

..E

Let 's write

for T etcetera. We have by the Orey-Hajek theorem: Ti- EI> F H

(The notational conventions for occurrences of free variables in modal
contexts are explained in Visser[1986].) Reason in T:
Let S be a 1-sentence. Suppose Ad B, so VxD(A-),O rxB). Let q be so big that
.

It follows that: (S-(OfxB-3otx(B^S))), ergo:

for all

and thus (A^S)L>(B^S).
Two related principles of interest are:
K11

- AI>B -

K12

i- AL>OB -> (A-OB)

First we show that K12 is derivable from BIL-+J8:
Proof:

i- AI>OB -
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B)

- (A- OB)
Next we show that K1 1 and K12 are interderivable over BIL-.
Proof: From K11 to K12 is trivial: just substitute OB for B and B for C in K11. From K12
to K11:

i- Ac- B -

(B - GC) - (Bc0C)
(Ac--- * C)

(A--) OC))

11

It is an open problem whether K11 or K1 2 imply J8 over BIL. As we will see our model
theory isn't of much help here.
J8, K1 1, K12 all correspond precisely to the following property R of Veltman structures:
ySXzRu =* yRu.

Proof: Clearly it is sufficient to show that every Veltman structure satisfying R forces J8
and that any Veltman structure not satisfying R does not force K12.

Let W be a Veltman model and suppose W has property R. Suppose further xn-AI> B,
xRy, yn-Ar. D. yi-A and so there is a z with ySXz and zip B. Consider u with zRu. By
property R: yRu.
hence ui-D. Conclude: za-B^PD.
Consider a Veltman structure V not satisfying R. There are x,y,z,u with xRySXzRu and
not yRu. Define If- by: wimp :<= w=y and wn-q :<=:> w=u. As is easily seen: xiF-pi>Oq, but

x, iv (p- *q).
15

The Logic ILERA

The logic ILERA is BIL+J8. This logic is arithmetically valid for all essentially reflexive RE

theories T extending Peano Arithmetic. Thus ERA stands for Essentially Reflexive
Arithmetic. De Jongh and Veltman prove a completeness theorem for ILERA w.r.t (finite)
upwards wellfounded Veltman models satisfying property R.
It is easily seen that J6 is derivable in ILERA (substitute -A for D in J8 and apply K6).
16

Veltman simplified

It turns out that the semantics for the various theories can be simplified in the sense
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that the alternative structures are of a simpler kind, specific alternative structures to the
contrary tend to be more complex than their Veltman counterpart. Because arithmetical
completeness theorems are still lacking it is not clear which Kripke-style semantics will
turn out to be most useful. In section 17 a somewhat different semantics for ILEA is
treated.
A simplified Veltman structure or s-Veltman structure is a tuple <K,b,R,S>, where:
i)
K is a non-empty set.

bEK and for every xEK x= b or bRx.
iii) R is a transitive, binary relation on K.
iv) The S is a transitive, reflexive, binary relation on K

ii)

v)

RcS

A relation it- between K and L is a forcing relation if it satisfies the usual clauses, with
R as the accessibility relation for the , plus:
xii-Ar>B <=, Vy (xRy^yo--A) =, 3z (xRz.ySz^ziHB)

If V is an s-Veltman structure and ii- is a forcing relation on V, then <V,ir> is a
s- Veltman model.

An s-Veltman structure can be translated into a Veltman structure by defining:
xRy..xRz^ySz.
ySXz
It is easy to see that this indeed yields a Veltman structure and that the old definition of

forcing corresponds precisely to the new one. The translation enables us to use our
definition of bisimulation between Veltman models and s-Veltman models and between s-Veltman models and s-Veltman models. Our aim is to prove theorems of the
form: X is a class of Veltman models; Y is a class of s-Veltman models such that the
translations of the elements of Y are in X; we have: for every W in X there is a W' in Y

such that W' bisimulates W. This has the pleasant consequence that if we have
completeness for logic M in X, then we have completeness for M in Y.

16.1

Bisimulation between Veltman models and s-Veltman models

We show that for any Veltman model W there is an s-Veltman model W' bisimular to it.

Proof: Fix a Veltman model W.
We define for subsets X of K: Sx (or S[X]) is the smallest transitive, reflexive relation on
K such that: R c Sx and for all xEX: SX s Sx. We write: S[x1,...,xn] for S[{x1.... xn}]. (Note

that this introduces a harmless ambiguity in the notation 'S[x]'; harmless because our
old S[x] is the new one restricted to {y(xRy}.)
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Construction: define:
n>_1, x1=b, XiRX'i and x'iS[x1,...,x]xi+i for i<n}

b'=<b>
<X1,x1,...,xIn_i,xn> R' <yi,y'1,...,Y'm_1,Ym> :s

m>n; for all i<_n x,=yi and for all j<n

x'i=y'i; for all k such that n<_k<m:
Y'kS[Yn.... ,Yk]Yk+i

<x1,xi,...,X'n_1,xn> S' <yi,y'i,...,Y'm_i,ym>

m>_n; for all kn xi=yi and x'i=y'i

<Xi,X'i,...,xIn-1,Xn> ll-p :<=41 XnIF-p

W' is an s-Veltman model.
Proof: All points are trivial.

We collect a few facts about W'. First we show that if <...xn>R'<...ym>, then xnRym.

Proof: We show that for all i with n<i<_m xnRyi. We have: xnRy'n and y'nS[Xn]yn+1, so
xnRyn+1. Suppose xnRyi (n<j<m). We show xnRyi+1. There is a chain yi,y'i;ui,...,ud,
where ud=yi+i, y1Ry'i and y'i,u1 and us,us+1 are R steps or S[yk] steps for n<_k<j. Clearly
xnRy'i. Consider the step from y'i or us_i to us (assuming xnRus_1): if it is an R step we
find xnRus; if it is an S[yk] step we have xnWRykRus, hence xnRus.
<K',R'> is a tree:

Proof: Suppose <...x>R'<...z>, <...y>R'<...z>. If <...x> and <...y> have the same length ,
then they must be identical, otherwise if e.g <...y> is longer than <...x> it is easily seen
that <...x>R'<...y>.
Define <...x>(3x. We show that (3 is a bisimulation:

Y

S

x

z

<...x,y,y>

S'

<...X,y,u.... z>

M

R
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The only non trivial point is to check that in the upper picture y does indeed bear Sx to
z. It is given that <...x>R'<...x,y,u.... z>. There is a chain v1,...,vs with y=v1 and z=vs and
v1,v1+1 is either an R or an S[x] or an S[vi] step for some j<i. Consider the last S[vj] step
(if there is any), say it is between v1,v1+1. We have vjRv1+1. The chain v1,...,vi,v1+1,...,vs is

shorter than our original chain, but is still a chain of the form w1,...,ws. , where y=w1
and z=ws and wl,v1+1 is either an R or an S[x] or an S[w step for some p<l. So we can
repeat the procedure. We end with a chain between y and z with only R or S[x] steps.
Hence, because all elements of the chain are R-above x: yS[x]z.

It would be pleasant if our construction preserved finiteness. The following example
shows that this wish cannot be fulfilled, not even if R is upwards wellfounded. There is
a finite Veltman structure with R upwards wellfounded that cannot be bisimulated by a
finite s-Veltman structure. Consider the following structure W:
c

V
R

R

d

I

R

[The structure described by the picture is to be the minimal Veltman structure satisfying the relations specified in the picture.]
Suppose there is a finite s-Veltman structure W' that bisimulates W via R. As is easily
seen there must be a sequence b1R'c1R'd1S' b2...S'b1R'c1R'd1S'b1+1... in W', where
b1(3b, etc.. Because W' is finite eventually this sequence must end in a circle. R'CS',
so all elements x,y of the circle will satisfy xS'y. Consider bk,ck,dk on the circle. We
have: dkS'ck, bkR'ck, bkR'dk; in other words: dkS'[bk]ck. But clearly this fact violates the
assumption that W' bisimulates W.
16.2

s-Veltman models for BIL

As we have seen BIL is valid on a Veltman structure V iff R is upwards wellfounded.
Moreover we have a completeness theorem for BIL in finite Veltman models with
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upwards wellfounded R.
As is easily seen the construction 16.1 preserves the upwards wellfoundedness of R.

So we have completeness for BIL in s-Veltman models. Also (by the translation of
s-Veltman structures into Veltman structures): BIL is valid on an s-Veltman structure V
iff R is upwards wellfounded
16.3

s-Veltman structures for IL,A

As we have seen ILAA is valid on a Veltman structure V iff RSX is upwards wellfounded
for all xEK. Moreover we conjectured completeness for ILAA in finite Veltman models
with RSX upwards wellfounded for all xEK.

Our aim is to transform Veltman models W with the property P: RSX is upwards
wellfounded for all xE K°, into s-Veltman models W' with R'S' upwards wellfounded
(property P'). Moreover we want our construction to preserve finiteness. Here is one
way to do it: first apply the construction of section 9 to W, thus obtaining a Veltman
model W* in which RS* is upwards wellfounded. Then apply the construction of 16.1
to obtain W'. It is not difficult to show that W' has the desired properties. I find this way
of proceeding somewhat unesthetical. Moreover the resulting model is more complex
than necessary. So I prefer a different construction.
Construction: define:
K':={<xi.... xn>l n>_1, x1=b, xiRxi+1 for i<n}

b'=<b>
<x1.... xn>R' <y1,...ym>:t-* for all i<_n xi=yi and m>n
<xi.... xn>S'<y1.... Ym>

<X1.... xn>WR'<yi.... ym> or there is a k<min(n,m)
such that for all i with 15 i!5 k xi= y i, and
XnS[Xk.... xn-1]yk+1

<X1 I ... Xn>iF-p :4=> Xnil-p

Noting that S[O]=WR, we can give an alternative characterization of S' as follows:
<xi.... Xn>S'<y1.... ym>

<X1,...Xn>=<y1,...ym> or there is a k<_min(n,m)

such that for all

i

with 1<_ i!5 k xi= y i,

and

XnS[Xk,...xn-1]yk+1

<<xi,...xn>,<yi,...ym» a
Suppose <x1,...Xn>S'<yi.... ym>. We associate with the S' step
characteristic number g as follows: g is n if <xi.... xn>=<Yi,...Ym>, otherwise g is the

maximum number k-<min(n,m) such that for all i with 1Si!5k xi=yi and xnS[xk.... Xn-1]yk+1.
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We check that W' is an s-Veitman model.
Proof: The only non trivial point is the transitivity of S'. Suppose <xi.... xn>S' <y1.... ym>S'

<z1.... zs>. If one of the steps is the identity step we are done. So suppose none of the
steps is the identity step. Let the characteristic number of the first step be g and let the

characteristic number of the second step be h. If g<h it is easy to see that <x1.... xn>S'
<z1,...zs>. So suppose h<_g.

Clearly g<_min(n,m), for all i with 1<_i<_g xi=yi, xnS[xg,...Xn-1]yg+i (this also holds if g=n).
Also h<_min(m,s), for all i with 15i!5h yi=zi, and ymS[yh.... Ym-i]Zh+i We have:
XnS[Xg.... Xn-1]yg+1 R...RymS[Yh,...ym-1]zh+i'
ua,yg+1,"',ym,v1,...,vb, where: ui=xn; Vb=Zh+1; between ua,yg+1 anc
So there is a chain u1....
between the ui,ui+1 we have R steps or S[xi] steps (g<_j<n); between the yi,yi+i we have

R steps; between ym,v1 and between the vi,vi+i we have R steps, S[xi] steps (h<_j<n) or
S[yi] steps (n<_j<m). If no S[yi] step (n<_j<m) occurs between ym,v1 or between the vi,v1+1,

we are easily done. If some S[yi] step (n<_j<m) occurs between ym,v1 or between the
vi,vi+1, let the last one occur between vt (or y) and vt+1; suppose it is an S[yq] step.
Clearly ygRvt+1, so the sequence u1....
contains only R steps or S[xi]
steps (h<j<n). Conclude: h<_min(n,s); for all i<_h xi=zi; xnS[Xh.... Xn-i]Zh+1

°

We show that R'S' is upwards wellfounded.

Proof: The proof is a variant of the proof of the upwards wellfoundedness of R'S'* in
section 9. Suppose for all xE K RSx is upwards wellfounded. We show that R'S' is
upwards wellfounded: suppose not. There is an infinite chain x1, x2, x3, x4, ... such that
Say x,=<x1 i,...,xn(i)i>. Let the characeristic number of the i-th step
i.e. the step between x1 and xi+1 be g(i). It is easily seen that if for any k,m and s and for
x2i-1R'x21and x2,S'x2i+1

.

all j with k<_j<_m g(i)>_s, then for all i and j with k<_i<_s, k<_j<_s and for all q with q<_s xqi=xgi.

Let r(i):=min{g(k)jk?i}. Trivially the r(i) are weakly ascending. Moreover <x1i,...,xr(1)i> is a
weak initial segment of xi for all j_i. So for i<_j <xii,...,xr(i)i>WR'<xii,...,xrU)i>. It follows that

the sequence r(i) must stabilize to a maximum, say r=rN. Note that for all i_N xri=XrNSay xrN=x. Because of the presence of the R' steps from a certain point M>_N on n(i) will
be bigger than r.

We construct an infinite RSX sequence in W. Pick any i>M such that g(i)=r. Because
n(i)>r the i-th step is not an R' step (and thus i is even). We have: n(i-1)>r; the (i-1)-th
step is an R' step and, thus n(i)>r+1. There is a sequence x(r+1)i,...,xn(i)i,u1,...,us where
us X(r+1)(i+1), where the steps between the xii,XO+i)i are R steps (and there is at least one

such step), where the step between xn(i)i,u1 and the steps between the ui,ui+1 are R
steps or S[xki] steps for r<_k<n(i). If between xn(i)i,u1 and between the ui,ui+1 no S[xkl]
steps occur with r<k<n(i), we have x(r+1)iRxn(i)iS[x]x(r+1)(i+1). Otherwise let the last such
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step occur between xn(i)i,us or between us_1,us. Clearly x(r+1)IWRxkIRuSS[x]x(r+1)(1+1), so
x(r+1)iRuSS[x]x(r+1)(i+1) In both cases: x(r+1)iRS[x]x(r+1)(1+1) After the i-th step there will be a

number of consecutive steps j with g(j)>r. These steps will preserve x(r+1)(i+1); i.e
X(r+1)(i+1)= x(r+1)(j+1). Say i* is the first number j>i with g(j)=r. Reasoning as before we
find: x(r+1)iRS[XIX(r+1)(i+1)=X(r+1)i*RS[x]x(r+1)(i*+1) Etcetera.

An important corollary is the following: let W,W' be as above and suppose
<x1.... xn>S'<y1.... ym>, then the characteric number g of the step «x1.... xn>,<Y1.... Ym» is
the maximum k<_min(n,m) such that for all i<_k xi=yi.

Proof: Suppose RSX is upwards wellfounded for all xEK and <x1.... xn>S'<y1,...ym>. Let g
be the characteric number of «x1....
Xn>,<Y1.... ym». Let r be the maximum k_<min(n,m)
such that for all i<_k xi=yi. Clearly g<_r. Suppose g<r. Is it possible that r=n? No, because
this would imply that g=r! So we have: <x1.... xg+1>R'<x1,...xn>S'<x1.... xg+1>. Quod non.
-

x=xn. We show that 0 is a bisimulation:

Let <x1.... xn>i X

S

z

x

<...X,Y>

<...x,u...z>

S'

x

<...X..y>

S,

<...X,z>

y

SX

z

0 .............................

By the corollary we have in the first picture: ySXu and thus ySxz. (The use of the
corollary here is unavoidable: else we could use our present construction also for BIL,

but our construction preserves finiteness and we have already seen that this is
impossible for the case of BIL.) The other verifications are trivial.

So our conjecture that we have completeness for ILAA in finite Veltman models with
property P implies completeness for ILAA in finite s-Veltman models with property P'.
Note however that the property of s-Veltman structures that corresponds precisely to
the De Jongh-Visser principle is: RS restricted to K\{b} is an upwards wellfounded.
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16.4

s-Veltman models for ILEA

In this section we consider Veltman models with the property: xRyRzSXu =' zSYu and

s-Veltman models with the property: xRySz = xRz. Let us call these properties Q,
respectively Q'. Clearly s-Veltman structures satisfying Q' will validate R. The
presence of Q enables us to simplify both the construction of 16.1 and the construction
of 16.3 substantially. I present a modification of the construction of 16.3: let a Veltman
model W satisfying Q be given, we construct an s-Veltman model W' satisfying Q',
which bisimulates W.
Construction: define:
K':={<x1.... xn>I n>_1, x1=b, xiRxi+1 for i<n}

b'=<b>
<X1,...xn>R' <y1....

for all i_n xl=yl and m>n

<X1...Xn>S'<Y1.... ym>
XnlHp
<X1.... Xn>II-p

for all i<n xj=yI and (xn=yn or XnS[xn-1]yn)

It is easy to check that W' is an s-Veltman model with property Q'. It is also immediate
that our construction preserves both finiteness and the upwards wellfoundedness of R.
Define: <xi.... xn>Rxn. We show that (3 is a bisimulation:
y

Sx

<...x,y>

z

<...x,u...z>

S'

x

<...x...u,z>

y

Sx

z

<...X>

In the downmost picture we allow x=u. Clearly xRuRySXz, hence ySuz, so our
downmost picture is vindicated.

Conclude that we have completeness for ILEA in finite s-Veltman models with R
upwards wellfounded.
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Excurs: Consider the RIIPRC(= Relative Interpretability Implies Provable Relative Consistency) principle

K13: r AFB - (OA-SOB) .

In Veltman structures K13 corresponds precisely to the following property

U: xRyRzSxu - yRu. It is easy to give a Veltman model with R upwards wellfounded and property U such

that the persistence principle J7 is not forced at some node. So J7 implies K13, but not vice versa.
However in s-Veltman structures both J7 and K13 correspond precisely with Q'. This shows that the logic
BIL+K13 is incomplete w.r.t. s-Veltman structures,

16.5

s-Veltman models for ILERA

In this section we are concerned with transforming Veltman models satisfying the
property R: ySxzRu = yRu, into bisimulating s-Veltman models satisfying the
corresponding property R': ySzRu =* yRu. We should do this in such a way that our
construction preserves the upwards wellfoundedness of R. We would of course also
like to preserve finiteness, but the following example shows that this is impossible:

Suppose the structure depicted is V. [The picture is intended to depict the minimal
Veltman structure satisfying P that contains the relations of the picture.] We show that
there is no finite s-Veltman structure V' bisimilar to V satisfying property R'.

Proof: Suppose there is such a structure V', which is bisimilar to V via P. It is easy to
see that there should be an infinite chain b1 S'c1 S'b2S'c2S'... , where b1 ab, etc. .
Because V' is finite, our chain will eventually end in a circle. Suppose b' and c' are on
that circle. So we have b'(3b, c'Rc, b'S'c' and c'S'b'. Clearly bRd, so there must be a d'
with d'(3d and b'R'd' such that for any x' with b'Rx' and d'S'x' there is an x with x'(3x and
dSbx. Consider such a d'. By R': c'R'd'. We have cRdSce. So there is an e' with e'f3e
and c'R'e' and d'S'e'. Again by R': b'R'e'. So we have: b'R'e', d'S'e'. It follows that
El
dSbe, quod non.
We give the construction:

Construction: Let W be a Veltman model satisfying R. We construct a bisimulating
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s-Veltman model W' as follows:
K':= {<x1,...xn>l n>_1, x1=b, for i<n: xiRxi+1 or xiS[xj]xi+1 for some j<i}

b'=<b>
<x1.... xn>R' <y1,...ym> :<=:1 m>n; for all j<_n xi=yi; for some k with n<_k<m ykRyk+1

and for all j with k<j<m there is an s with n_s<j
yjs[yjyj+1
for all i<_n xi=yi

<X1.... xn>S'<y1.... ym>

<X1.... Xn>ii-p :> Xnil-p

is easy to see that W' is an s-Veltman model with property R'. We prove that
<...x>R'<...y> = xRy.
It

Proof: Suppose <...x>R<.... y>. Say <...y>=<...u,y>. We have either uRy or uS[v]y for
some v such that <...y>=<...x...v...u,y> (possibly v=x). In the first case we go from x with
a number of S[w] and R steps to u and then with an R step to y. It is easy to show using
property R that xRy. In the second case we have vRy, so we can go by a number of
S[w] steps to v and then by an R step to y. Again by property R we find: xRy.
Define <...x>(3x. We show that a is a bisimulation between W and W'.
y

Sx

<...x,y>

z

O

<...x,y...z>

S'

11-0
It

<...X...y>

S,

Sx

<...x...y,z>
-9, kr.-

0

z

000

R

The only non trivial point is to check that in the upmost picture we have ySxz. (Note that
possibly y=z.) There are two cases to consider:

Case 1: the R step witnessing <...x>R'<...x,y...z> happens between x and y. If only Sx
steps need to be taken between y and z we are done. If not there are a,b,c such that
<...z>=<...x,y...a...b,c...z> (possibly y=a, possibly c=z), the last non Sx step is taken
between b and c and bSac. We have aRc, so by property R: yRc, hence ySxc. From c to
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z only Sx steps are taken; so we are done.

Case 2: the R step witnessing <...x>R'<...x,y...z> happens between y and z. So we have
for some u,v: <...z>=<...x,y...u,v...z> (possibly y=u, possibly v=z), uRv and from v to z
there are only SW steps for w occurring in x,y...u,v...z. By property R: yRv and hence
ySXv. If between v and z only Sx steps occur, we are done. Otherwise there are a,b,c
such that <...z>=<...x,y...a...b,c...z> (possibly y=a, possibly c=z), where b occurs in v...z,
the last non Sx step is taken between b and c and bSac. We have aRc, so by property
R: yRc, hence ySxc. From c to z only Sx steps are taken; so we are done.

Clearly S' will be a tree in W'. On the other hand R' is not generally a tree as shown by

the following example: suppose in W we have bRcSbdRe, but not cRd, then
<b,c>R'<b,c,d,e>, <b,c,d>R'<b,c,d,e>, but not <b,c>R<b,c,d>.

17

ILFA, Friedman Structures & a Strong Notion of Relative Consistency

Harvey Friedman proved the following characterization of relative interpretability for
GB: let A and B be sentences in the language of ZF (!), let stand for provability in ZF,
let A stand for provability in loo+exp, let r- stand for relative interpretability over GB,
then: ZF- A[ ---B H o(OA-013). (see Smorynski[1985b].)

Clearly one can 'read off' a Kripke semantics from this result, which I have called:
Friedman semantics. Friedman semantics will be presented in 17.1. Friedman
semantics can be used to prove an arithmetical completeness theorem for ILFA w.r.t
interpretability over GB; this result is by Smorynski and myself. The proof will be
sketched in section 17.2. A detailed proof will appear in a separate preprint.

Christian Bennet studied in his thesis (Bennet[1986a]) a notion of strong relative
consistency. Friedman's result suggests to take this notion as an arithmetical interpretation of ©. This will be explained in 17.3.
17.1

Friedman semantics

A Friedman structure is a tuple <K,b,R,Q>, where:
i)
K is a non-empty set.
ii)
bEK and for every xEK bWQx
iii) R is a binary relation on K.
iv)

Q is a transitive, irreflexive, binary relation

v)

RcQ
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vi)

xQyRz

=t-

xRz

Note that (v) and (vi) imply that R is transitive.

A relation Ii- between K and L is a forcing relation if it satisfies the usual clauses, with
R as the accessibility relation for the , plus:
xIl-AI>B < Vu (xWQu = (3y (uRy ^yn-A) =, 3z (uRz^zii-B))
If F is a Friedman structure and II- is a forcing relation on F, then <F,ih> is a Friedman
model.
It

is easy to check that ILEA is valid in any Friedman model with Q upwards

wellfounded.

Consider a Veltman model W and a Friedman model G'. P is a bisimulation between W
and G' if:
i)
(3 is a relation between K and K.
ii)

bib'.

iii)

Let x,y,... range over K, let x',y',... range over K': we have for any x,x' with x(3x':

Vy(xRy= 3u',y'(yfy'^x'WQ'u'R'y'^ Vz'(u'R'z'= 3z(zfz'^ySxz)))).
iv)

We have for any x,x' with xix':

v)

Vu',y'(x'WQ'u'R'y'= 3y(yfy'^xRy^
xix' = (xii-p x'lH p), for all atoms p.

3z'(ziz'^u'R'z')))).

Note that for every xEK there is an x'E K' with x(3x', but that possibly there are u'E K'
such that for no uEK uiu'. We do have.: for all x'E{b'}urange R' there is an xEK such
that xix'.
We have: xfix' = for all AEL xiHA

<-*

x'II-'A. The proof is by a trivial induction on A.

To prove completeness for ILEA w.r.t with finite Friedman models it is clearly sufficient

to show that every finite Veltman model W with R upwards wellfounded satisfying
property Q, i.e. xRyRzSxu =* zSyu, can be bisimulated by a finite Friedman model G'
with Q' upwards wellfounded.

We will give a construction to produce from a Veltman model W with property Q, a
bisimulating Friedman model. This construction transforms W with property Q and R
upwards wellfounded in G' with Q' upwards wellfounded. Moreover if R is upwards
wellfounded, the construction preserves finiteness. For completeness we also give the
converse construction: from Friedman model G we produce bisimulating Veltman
model W' with property Q. If relation Q is upwards wellfounded then so will be R'.
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Moreover if Q is upwards wellfounded then our construction will preserve finiteness.
Construction: from Veltman to Friedman: Let W be given, we construct G'. Define:
K':= {<x1,...,xn>l n>_1, x1=b, x21_1Rx2i (for 15i and 2i!5n) and x2iS[x2i_1]x2i+1 for 15i

and 2i<n}
b'=<b>
<x1,...,xn> Q' <y1,...,ym> :<=> m>n; for all i<_n xj=yi

<x1,...,xn> R' <y1,...,ym> :It* <x1,...,xn> Q' <y1,...,ym> and m is odd
Xnlf-p
<x1,...,Xn> ll-p :

Note that Q' is a tree and that G' is really a Carlson model, i.e. there is a set K05; K'
such that x'R'y'
x'Q'y' and y'EK'o. It is easy to see that the model constructed is a
Friedman model, that if R is upwards wellfounded then Q' is, that if R is upwards
wellfounded and K is finite then so is K.
Define: x(3x' := x'= <x1,...,x2m_1> and x2m_1=x. We show that (3 is a bisimulation
between W and G'.
y

Sx

<...X,y,y>

z

<...X,y...Z>

O

<...x...u...v,y>

<...x...u...V,z>

O

G

Let's first discuss the upmost picture. Here it is to be shown that indeed ySXz. We
have: either <...x,y...z>=<...x,y,z> or <...x,y...z>=<...x,y,u,v...z>. In the first case we have
trivially ySXz. In the second case one easily shows uRz. So we have: ySXuRz, hence

ySXz. Secondly we look at the second picture. Here it is possible that x=u and it is
possible that u=v, but it is not possible that x=u=v, because the lengths of <...x> and
<...x...u...V,y> are both odd. We only have to show that <...x...u...v,z>=<...x...w,v,z> and
vSWz. Either x=w or (as is easily seen) xRw. In the first case we have xRvSXySXz and
we are done. In the second case: xRwRvSWySXz, so xRwRySXz, hence by property Q
vSWz and thus vSWz.
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Construction from Friedman to Veltman: Let G be given we construct W'. We construct
W' as an s-Veltman model. Define:
K':= {<X1,X'1...X'n_1,Xn>l n>_1, x1=b, xiWQx'I and x'IRxi+1 (for i<n)}

b'=<b>
<Xi,...,Xn> R' <yi,...,ym> :<=t, m>n; for all i<_n xi=yi and for all i<n x'I=y'l
<xi.... ,xn> S' <yi,...,ym> :,t* man; for all i<n xi=yi and x'I=y'l
<X1,...,xn> II-p :<-* Xnlhp

We leave it to the reader to check that W' is indeed an s-Veltman model satisfying Q.
Note that R' is a tree. Also if Q is upwards wellfounded our construction preserves
finiteness.
Let <...x>(3x. We show that R is a bisimulation between W' and G.
<...x,u,y>

<...x...u,y>

S'

<...x...u,z>

S,

y

<...x,u...z>

/

O
R

z

u

WQ
<...x>

x

The verification that the pictures are correct is immediate.
17.2

Arithmetical completeness of ILFA w.r.t. GB

We prove the arithmetical completeness of ILEA w.r.t. GB, using Friedman semantics.(In fact our proof also works for e.g. ACA0 and related theories.) Our proof is
completely analogous to the arithmetical completeness theorem for PRLZF due to
Carlson (see Smorynski[1985], p 205-214). In fact some crucial details in our proof

are simpler. The details that are suppressed are mainly the verifications that
so-and-so is really verifiable in EFA(=lA0+exp; we use EFA, for Elementary Function
Arithmetic, instead of 1A0+exp to increase readability). First we state the crucial result
by Harvey Friedman (as reported in Smorynski[1985b]). We use GB for interpretability over GB, °ZF for provability in ZF and AEFA for provability in EFA, etcetera.
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We have: let A, B be sentences of the language of ZF, then:
ZFl- A°GBB - AEFA(OZFA-<>ZFB)

I did not have the opportunity to inspect Friedman's proof in detail. So I'm not sure
how far the 'ZFi--' can be weakened. Anyway the present formulation is strong enough
for our result.

We define interpretations * of formulas of the language of IL into the language of GB

as follows: * maps propositional atoms on sentences of the language of GB;
commutes with the propositional connectives; (A(>B)*=(A*[---GBB`);
We show: ILFAHA

Proof: The "=

<=:

for all * GBi-A".

side is clear. We turn to the

side.

Suppose ILFAVA. We produce an interpretation * such that GBVA*. Let Go be a finite
Friedman countermodel to A with 00 upwards wellfounded. We may assume that KO is
{1,...,N}, that 1 is the bottom element and 1 iv 0A, that Q0 is a tree and finally that there
is an Xo: Ko such that XRoy t-* (xQoy and yEX0).
Define the Friedman model G as follows: K:=Kou{0}, xQy
(x=O and yt-0) or xQoy,
X:=Xou{0,1}, xRy :t (xQy and yEX), O:iv p for all atoms p. Clearly 1 iv A.
Define by the recursion theorem :
hO := b

y if hxRy and ProofZF(x, Lay)

h(x+1):=

y if hxQy and ProofEFA(x,L:f-y)

hx otherwise

L := the unique x such that 3ybz_y hz=x

The definition of h can be given in EFA in such a way that many elementary properties
can be verified: We have e.g.:
i)

EFAH x<y --> hxWQhy

ii)

EFAI- "L exists"

Moreover the definition of h can be given in such a way that the graph of h is Al in EFA,
i.e. the formula "hx=y" is provably equivalent in EFA both to a Y-1 and to a ni formula.
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Define for atoms p: p*:=W{L=q iii-p}.

We define an auxiliary translation ° as follows: p°:=p*, ° commutes with the proposi(where A+D stands for D OD),
tional connectives,
(°B)°.=DZFB°

Claim: (i) ZFi- B° - B*, (ii) ZFi-B° t* GB1-B*.

Proof of claim: Note that both the B* and the B° are (translations of) arithmetical
sentences in the language of ZF. For D in the language of ZF:
H GBD. Also
for arithmetical D ZFi- AEFAD- D. Part (i) of the claim now follows by a trivial induction
on B. Part (ii) is an immediate consequence of (i).
Claim
So clearly it is sufficient to show: ZFvA°.

It is useful to interpolate a small lemma here:
(i) ZFE-LEX, (ii)

Proof of the Lemma: To prove (i) reason in ZF:
Suppose L=ije'X. We have by the definition of h: AEFAL#i, ergo by the reflection
principle for EFA: Lei. Contradiction, hence Lei.
ZF

Lemma

(ii) follows from the Z1-completeness of EFA.

We show by induction on D (of the language of IL): for i with 1<_i:5N:

iii- D

EFAt- L=i -3 D°

i iv D = EFAi L=i The cases of atoms,

D°

are trivial.

Suppose D=oE. First suppose i#0 and

in EFA:

Suppose L=i. By the definition of h we have AEFAL#i or ZFL#i. In both cases
ZFL#i. For some x hx=i. So we have: ZFhx=i (by E1-completeness). Combining:
ZFSL, so by the lemma: ZF!RL. Conclude: ZFW {L=JjiRj}. By the Induction
Hypothesis: ZFE°.
EFA

Secondly assume i#0 and i its E. For some j iRj and j iv E. Reason in EFA:
Suppose L=i and ZFE°. By the Induction Hypothesis ZF(L=j-3 - E°), hence
ZFL#j. Suppose ProofZF(z,L#J). Clearly for every y hyRj, hence h(z+1)=j.
EFA
Contradiction. Conclude ZFE°.
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Suppose D=(EI> F). First we assume iu- E E:,-- F. Clearly for every j with iWQj:

jo-- O E - O F, hence by the previous case and the Induction Hypothesis:
EFAi-L=j-(OZFE°-OZFF°). Reason in EFA:
Suppose L=i. So for some x hx=i. It follows (mainly by E1-completeness) that
A+EFAhx=i, hence A+EFAW{L=jliWQj}. Conclude: A+EFA(OZFE°-GZFF°).

EFA
Secondly we assume: i ii- E I> F. For some j with iWQj: jli- O E and j iv O D, so
Reason in EFA:
EFAi-L=i-OZFE° and
Suppose L=i and (to arrive at a contradiction) A+EFA(OzFE°- OZFF°). In case j=i

we have a contradiction immediately, so suppose jai. We have: AEFA(l=j--)
,(OzFE°- OzFF°)), so
Suppose ProofEFA(z,L#j). Clearly for every y hyQj,
AEFAL#j.

hence h(z+1) j. Contradiction. Conclude

OZFF°).

EFA

To conclude our proof: suppose ZFiA°. Then by the above ZFi- L#1, so by the
definition of h and the fact that 1 E X: ZFi- LSO. In other words: ZFi- W {L=i1 1 <i<_N}.
Clearly for some k and for all i with 1<i<_N:
L, hence by the above:
Quod non.

17.3

An alternative arithmetical intepretation of ILFA

Christian Bennet studies in his thesis (see Bennet[1986a]) the following notion of
strong relative consistency over Peano Arithmetic: for A,B sentences of the language
of Peano:
ApsRCB : there is a primitive recursive term t such that
PAi- V x(ProofPA+B(x, L) -) Proof PA+A(tX,-L))

(Actually Bennet defines his notion for arbitrary theories which are verifiably in PA RE
extensions of PA; we scaled his notion down to fit our framework.)
Let PRA be Primitive Recursive Arithmetic, a theory which is for our purposes equal to
lE1. By a remark of Kreisel we have:
A©sRCB
PRAiOPAA-OPAB

Proof: First consider any sentence P which is provably equivalent to a Ill -sentence in

PRA. Suppose PA P. Clearly
PRAT- OPAT - P.

The sentence `dx(ProofPA+B(x,L)- ProofPq+A(tx,1)) is provably equivalent in PRA to a

rt1-sentence.
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Suppose

Clearly
so PRAI-OPAT -+Vx(ProofPA+B(x,i)->Proof
PRAi-Vx(ProofPA+B(x,L)-+ProofPA+A(tx,i))-+(OPAA-OPAB) and PRAiOPAA-3*PAT
PA+A(tx,l)).

hence PRAT--OPAA-+ OPAB.

Suppose PRAI-OPAA,OPAB. So PRAT-Vx3y(ProofPA+B(x,i) - Proof PA+A(y,-1-)). By
a result of Minc there is a primitive recursive term t such that:
PRAT- Vx(ProofPA+B(x,i)-> ProofPA+A(tx,1)).

Ergo PAi- dx(ProofPA+B(x,l)-+Proof PA+A(tx,±)), and we are done.

Formalizing the above result in PA we get:
PAi- ApSRCB H A+PRA(OPAA- OPAB)

Comparing this characterization with Friedman's characterization of I>GB, it is easy to
adapt the proof of 17.2 to show completeness of ILFA for arithmetical interpretations
where is interpreted as PA and d is interpreted as dSRC
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